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The emerging Ambient Intelligence vision has the potential to fundamentally change our world. This volume is a preview into the next era of computing. It investigates the impact of Ambient Intelligence on embedded system design. Combining visionary contributions with papers on recent developments, it brings to light the challenges in system design towards fulfilling the Ambient Intelligence promise. Topics covered range from processor architectures and embedded software to cognitive robotics and sensor networks, and from quality-of-service and energy-efficient design to security and fault tolerance. 

       Text investigates the impact of ambient intelligence on embedded system design. Topics covered include processor architectures, embedded software, cognitive robotics, and sensor networks. For researchers and practitioners. Includes index and references.
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Book Yourself Solid Illustrated: The Fastest, Easiest, and Most Reliable System for Getting More Clients Than You Can Handle Even if You Hate Marketing and SellingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A visual way to easily access the strategies and tactics in Book Yourself Solid


	Learning new concepts is easier when you can see the solution. Book Yourself Solid Illustrated, a remarkable, one-of-a-kind work of art, transforms the Book Yourself Solid system into a more compelling and...
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Applying COM+Sams Publishing, 2000
Intermediate to advanced C++ and Visual Basic developers will benefit  significantly from this book, particularly if they understand COM superficially,  but now need a complete understanding of both COM and COM+. Specifically, the  book will do the following:



    	
    Provide a thorough grounding in core COM...
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Managing with Microsoft Project 2002 (Miscellaneous)Premier Press, 2002
With Project 2002, you've already purchased the most comprehensive project management software available. Now you've found the perfect resource to ensure that you get the most out of your investment. Managing with Microsoft Project 2002 is a one-of-a-kind guide to successful project planning. From setting up a new project and making adjustments...
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Digital Literacy: Tools and Methodologies for Information SocietyIGI Global, 2008
Currently in a state of cultural transition, global society is moving from a literary society to digital one, adopting widespread use of advanced technologies such as the Internet and mobile devices. Digital media has an extraordinary impact on society s formative processes, forcing a pragmatic shift in their management and organization....
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The SIAM 100-Digit Challenge: A Study in High-Accuracy Numerical ComputingSIAM, 2004
"Destined to be a classic of modern computational science... a gourmet feast in ten courses." from the foreword by David H. Bailey, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory."     
       
The authors, members of teams that solved all 10 problems, show in detail multiple approaches for solving each problem,...
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Thermal Design of Electronic Equipment (Electronics Handbook Series)CRC Press, 2000

	In a field where change and growth is inevitable, new electronic packaging problems continually arise. Smaller, more powerful devices are prone to overheating, causing intermittent system failures, corrupted signals, lower MTBF, and outright system failure. Since convection cooling is the heat transfer path most engineers take to deal with...
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